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Studio Cork inho  presents ARCH, a fine craft collection 
of patinated burnt cork for shaping bespoke interior 
finishings, installations, objects & furniture. 





Studio Corkinho is a multi-disciplinary design practice 
based in Antwerp, Belgium, aiming to elevate stillness 
in contemplative atmospheres. Our purpose is to 
change people’s  perceptions and awareness  of 
materials, objects and spaces that we think deserve 
attention because of their unique values. By doing so, 
we aim to bring people and spaces closer to their true 
being.

Studio Corkinho stems from an amalgamation of 
pre-existing values : nature, craftsmanship, heritage, 
patina and atmosphere. We design collections 
within the fields of materials, objects & furniture, and 
create  contemplative atmospheres for interiors and 
architectural installations. 

Our drive is to contrast the origin of raw beauty with 
our own code of simplicity. Purist morphologies define 
our warm  monolithic aesthetics. Unhiding layers of 
meaning, we imagine tangible metaphors for life’s 
renewal through rebirth. 

A starting point for a design philosophy that will 
branch out into other materials, shapes and spatial 
experiences.

STUDIO CORKINHO



ARCH

Studio Corkinho carried out a profound research on 
how to bring the home closer to Mother Earth. Like 
a bark protecting the core of a tree, Studio Corkinho 
transforms cork bark as an architectural layer to 
give birth to a sanctuary shelter, a place of stillness, 
inspired by nature’s divine conditions like proportion, 
texture and patina. 



ATELIER 
 
Studio Corkinho serves as cork artisans, as an atelier 
for architectural creations.

b.

c.

d.

a. Tools used in the atelier: natural 
oils and pigments, steelbrush, jap-
anese saw, burn torch, scale, cork 
leftovers, biocalc, paint brushes.

b. Research results of burned 
achitectural patina with water-
based calc mixtures.

c. Ready made cork samples 
patinate with natural oils and pig-
ments. Research. 

d. Raw cork samples after cutting.

a.



a.

b.

c.

a. Lightly brushing the roughened cork sample 
with a baterbased calc and pigment mixture.

b. While still wet, the cork sample is borned with 
a torch to achieve slightly torn biophilic patina that 
brings closer to nature.

c. After burning we slightly brush again to sweep 
off the excess dried pigmented calc.

d. Result is a lightly burned soft architectural pati-
na of burnt corkinho cork. d.



a.

b.

c.

a. Tools used in the atelier: burn 
research.

b. Research results of achitectural 
patina with waterbased calc mix-
tures.

c. Burning cork. 

b.

a.



ARCHITECTURAL PATINA FROM MOTHER EARTH



PRODUCT

The ARCH collection starts from two textures and four color 
nuances. Sample kits are available upon request. Email 
us at arch@studiocorkinho.com for more information. We 
also offer an endless framework of creativity for bespoke 
realisations. 

Size maximum : 600 x 900 mm
Thickness : 18mm (sheets) or 180mm (blocks)



BESPOKE REALISATIONS



INTER IORS



PURE C
RESTAURANT
CADZAND, THE NETHERLANDS

Fire Place

Architectural Patina : Smooth
Measurements 50 x 200 x 15 mm



PRIVATE CLIENT 
APPARTMENT

BARREIRO, SETUBAL, PORTUGAL

Complete Appartment Renovation 

Architectural Patina : Volcanic 
Measurments : Custom Made



INSTALLATIONS



HAGIUS
GYM

BERLIN, GERMANY

Tatami Floor

Architectural Patina : Volcanic
Measurments  600 x 900 x 45



CHRISTIAN WIJNANTS
FASHION SHOW
PALAIS TOKYO, PARIS, FRANCE

Catwalk Floor

Cork Earth Granules
Architectural Patina : Smooth
Measurements : Varies



FURNITURE



STUDIO CORKINHO
AT COMÙN

IBIZA,  BALEARIC ISLANDS, SPAIN 

Chair

Architectural Patina : Custom Made 
Measurements : 60 x 40 x 60 cm



STUDIO CORKINHO
AT HEAF HOUSE
DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Tea table

Architectural Patina : Volcanic
Measurement 60 x 90 x 25 cm



STUDIO CORKINHO
AT GLENN SESTIG 

SINT MARTENS LATEM, BELGIUM 

Low Table

Architectural Patina : Rough
Measurements  : Custom Made



OBJECTS



STUDIO CORKINHO
AT GALERY SINOPLE
PARIS, FRANCE

Artwork

Architectural Patina : Custom Made
Measurements: Custom Made



STUDIO CORKINHO
AT STUDIO IMA 

MEXICO CITY, MEXICO 

Collector’s items 

Architectural Patina : Custom made
Measurements  : Several



STUDIO CORKINHO
AT MONTBLANC HAUS
HAMBURG, GERMANY

Cuboids

Architectural Patina : Custom Made
Measurements: Custom Made



TECHNICAL INFORMATION



OUR SOURCE : WORKING WITH NATURE

A natural sensorial material
Cork is a unique material derived from the bark of the 
cork oak. It is a 100% biodegradable, recyclable material 
with multiple properties: light, impermeable to liquids and 
gases, elastic, compressible and resilient. It is also an 
excellent thermal and acoustic insulator and is naturally 
fireproof. The raw material used by Studio Corkinho 
comes directly from the cork oak forests of the Alentejo 
(Portugal), where cork cultivation is an integral part of the 
local culture.

Cork harvesting: an ancestral portuguese culture
The cork is harvested by hand by specialized professionals 
using only an axe. This is known as stripping. This is a 
delicate operation to separate the outer bark from the 
mother bark. This takes place in the summer, when the 
tree is in its most active growth period. The first stripping, 
called “desboia”, generally takes place when the cork oak 
reaches 25 years of age. This produces a virgin cork with 
a very irregular and solid structure. After this first harvest, 
the strippings, called “secundeira”, are carried out every 
nine years to give the tree time to reform this outer bark for, 
on average, the next hundred years. After the “desboia”, 
the harvested cork slabs change into a regular and more 
flexible structure. All this ancestral know-how, unknown to 
the general public, inspired Corkinho’s very first project: 
BIRTH; a series of photographs telling the story of Cédric 
Étienne and Klas Dalquist’s discovery of an inheritance, 
a craft and a unique sensorial material. After years of 
maturation, this was finally followed by ARCH, a collection 
of architectural surfaces carefully extracted from Mother 
Earth, offering a return to nature in our interiors. 

What about agglomerated cork?
Wine cork stoppers are cut directly out of the stripped 
cork bark, leaving behind a counter-form that was seen 
as a byproduct or even waste. Similarly, the use of cork 
for wine stoppers is used less and less. Nevertheless, in 
today’s society, the waste of the past is the resource of 
today. This is why Studio Corkinho’s main supplier has 
developed various cork agglomerates. 



Cork and cork forest in numbers
These keys figures show how import-
ant the cork industry is: 

34% of the worlds area of cork 
oak forest is located in Portugal, 
representing 736 000 hectares of a 
total of 2 139 942 hectares.

84% of cork oaks are in the Alentejo

49% of the worlds cork production is 
in Portugal, around 100 000 tons of a 
worldwide total of 201 000 tons

14 million tons of CO2 is fixed per 
year by cork oak forest

There are 14 biodiversity sancuaries 
worldwide, and one of them is the 
cork oak forest

135 species of plants per square 
meter can be found in the cork oak 
forest.

The blocks are thus composed of cork granules, 
coming from the byproducts and counterforms of the 
manufacturing of cork stoppers. Once reduced to 
granules, these are bound by an autoclave: an operation 
consisting of compressing the granules in a closed 
system at very high temperature. These blocks are heated 
with steam at a very high temperature allowing the cork 
to produce a resin which acts as a natural binder. These 
blocks are then cooled off by injecting water directly into 
the blocks to freeze the resin. Finally comes the natural 
drying stage, which lasts ten days. After this time, the 
blocks can be cut and processed. This agglomerated 
cork can take various forms depending on the size of the 
granules used, the temperature and duration to which they 
are subjected, etc. The autoclaving stage, as mentioned 
above, gives the final composite material its unique dark 
brown colour. Studio Corkinho works mainly with this 
burnt cork, since this texture and aesthetics express the 
studio’s philosophy: this burnt material brings us back to 
the earth, and back to mother nature.

Natural finishing products
This full awareness of the need to work with nature, not 
against it, is also reflected in the use of natural finishing 
products: varnishes and oils, lime powder or natural 
pigments, each component is carefully chosen. The studio 
strives to work with unique local Belgian suppliers. Today, 
all pigments, oils and limes come from a small company in 
Kalmthout, specialized in natural paints and oils. 

Building
As a studio committed to sustainability, we are more 
than aware of the fragility of the planet. As buildings 
contribute to greenhouse gas emissions, we want to offer 
a natural material that emits less carbon. Cork has unique 
characteristics in construction, both for building cladding, 
wall coverings and floors. It is an energy efficient material 
of the past and future.

Text by Alice Lotodé



INSTALLMENT

If the purpose for ARCH are walls, installation of 
your ARCH tiles can be fone by our subontractor on 
demand. Contact us for more details. 

DETAILED INSTALLMENT INFO
For concrete, wood or plaster surfaces, make sure to have a 
smooth surface. If not, seal the holes or uneven parts perfectly 
beforehand with a suitable filler and possibly a reinforcing strip. 
For a painted wall or one covered with wallpaper, it is necessary to 
degrease them. On flat and smooth surfaces (plasterboard, OSB, 
Fermacell, etc.) you can use immediately a contact glue suitable 
for cork. 

No shoring is required, but a mechanical reinforcement (screws 
with washers, knock-in plugs, plasterboard rails, etc.) is needed to 
hold the panels in place over the long term. 

On flat and smooth surfaces or with defects (masonry) of a few 
millimeters use an adhesive mortar like Biocalce ® Cappotto. 
These mortars have natural resins added to the lime for optimum 
adhesion to substrates such as concrete, cinder blocks, bricks 
and lime. Attention: on plaster or OSB, you must block the base 
with an undercoat or paint before gluing with lime mortar. Lime 
maintains the breatable properties of our cork panels. For indoor 
or outdoor use. 

Primer is necessary when the surface is irregular and porous like 
concrete surface. There are two types of primer : water-based 
and epoxy primer. Primers like ECO PRIM T from MAPEI are used 
for the treatment of plaster, anhydrite, wood, marine plywood, 
chipboard, tiles, or natural stone surfaces. Uniprim Grip A500 
MULTI from Bostik is a water-based primer for al cement-based 
substrates, smoothing plasters, traces of acrylic glue, lightweight 
screeds and dry screeds. Poliprim Universel 165 (L16520) Primer 
of ParexLanko is very versatile and suitable for all substrates. It 
regulates the posority of substrates. It allows easy application of 
floor coatings. 

PROPERTY
Water Absorbtion
Water Absorbtion
Density F 1315
Tensilde Strength (min)
Compessibility at 100 psi
Recovery at 100 psi
Fire resistance
Thermal Conductivity
Contact noise reduction
Noise Reduction Coëfficient

STANDARD
ASTM D 7433.10/
ISO 62
NP EN 1609
ASTM F 1315
ASTM F 152
ASTM F 36
ASTM F 36
ISO 9239-1

EN 140

NOTE
0,05

<0,5 kg/m3
340 - 425 kg/m3

>600 KPa
10 - 25%

>70%
C-S1

0,038 - 0,040 W/mk
21 dB

0,7

DATA



ACQUIRE

Advisory from €300,00/sqm. 
 
Panels are sold in packs of 10, with a single chosen 
cut-up dimension (5m2). Blocks are sold per piece, 
also with a single cut-up dimension. The setup 
cutting cost is at a fixed rate. One pack of panels or 
one block each come in a single nuance or a mix of 
4. Texture to be chosen per pack and block. 

Textures and nuances are manually administered 
using bio sustainable products. Slight variations can 
happen due to this appreach. 

We ship worldwide from Belgium. Lead times are 
generally 10 weeks for fulfillment. Transport times 
depend on location and method of shipping. When 
you have specified material quantity and shipping 
destination, we will source multiple quotes (air and 
sea available) and pass along the option that best 
suits your needs. 



Image Cedits: Jan Mast, Chantal Arnts, Thomas 
Meyer, Inu Studio for Sinople, Sien Josephine Thei-
jssen, Jef Teerlicnk, Cedric Etienne, Wichmann & 
Bendtsen, Oculis Porject, Diego Padilla Magallanes 
& Chiara Netto. 

This brochure is for purposes of information and pre-
sentation of ARCH Architectural Patina, and gives 
rise to no representation, matter of reliance, propos-
al, offer or contract. Specific enquiries, including with 
respect to orders and relevant specifications and 
technical data, may be made via the contact details 
provided.

Since 2020 Studio Corkinho is a proud member 
of the JUSTASTONE group together with Van Den 
Weghe, Lanssens, Dominique De Simpel, Huus, 
Sfinx, Marmerdesign & Daelemans.

Studio Corkinho  
 

Branch Office 
 Kattendijkdok Oostkaai 2

2000 Antwerp
Belgium

Administrative Office
TheMoodstudio BV

Kardinaal Mercierlei 30
2018 Antwerp

Belgium
VAT  BE 0806 947 156

For all inquiries please contact 
arch@studiocorkinho.com

Visit us at arch.studiocorkinho.com

© 2022, all rights reserved.




